			

WHAT YOU DIDN’T KNOW
ABOUT HEADACHES

Of the many ailments I have treated in three decades of clinical practice,
there are a few common problems that pop up often. Among these
repeat offenders is the humble headache.
For some, it’s a very occasional thing that really only occurs after a
night of over-indulgence or an afternoon soaking up too much sun.
For others, it is a repetitive, long running or debilitating condition that
can have very real impacts on quality of life.
A headache isn’t just an inconvenience that you should take
an aspirin for and then ignore. It is something that you should
listen to and understand because it is trying to tell you
something.
There are several types of headaches, but they are broken
down into two main groups: Primary and secondary. A
primary headache is something like a migraine, tension type or cluster headache, whereas a secondary headache
will have another cause to kick it off.
Examples of secondary headaches include sinus-headaches,
glaucoma, hangovers and concussion. In secondary headaches,
we need to investigate and treat the cause before we can see
significant improvement in the headache itself. Some causes
are easily treated, such as a sun-stroke or a hangover. Others,
such as a brain tumour or aneurism, are a lot more serious in
nature and require urgent attention.

Before you check yourself into the
emergency room, take a moment
to breathe. The vast majority of
headaches are not caused by brain
tumours.
If you are a headache sufferer, then you’ve
probably researched causes and symptoms
before. You’d have been frustrated at the lack
of answers – that the common headache is
poorly understood.
You’d know that a tension headache arises
from stress. But what about the headaches
that occur at the end of the day? What about
the kind of headaches that hit you when you
walk under fluoro lights? What about the kind
that are only relieved by lying down? What
about the kind that is influenced by diet?

HERE ARE A FEW THINGS YOU NEED TO
KNOW ABOUT HEADACHES:
There’s a plethora of information about headaches available out there – but I’m
here to throw a different light on the matter – if you are wound-up, busy, stressed
or chronically so, then headaches are just one by-product of something called
‘Sympathetic Dominance.’This occurs when we stay wound-up or under pressure,
as the body doesn’t distinguish between types of stress. It only sees two things:
fight or flight mode, or rest digest repair and reproduce mode.
Neurologically, it reacts exactly the same when under financial pressure, as when it’s being chased by
a large barking dog.So what does this have to do with your headaches? Here are a few things that you
might need to know:
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When you stay wound-up, in fight or flight mode, you will become sensitive to light and
noise. This will exacerbate your headaches. Why? When you are wound-up, busy, stressed,
or unable to relax, your brain thinks it’s fight or flight time, causing the Sympathetic side of your
Autonomic Nervous System to become dominant. During these times there are some neurons
in your brain that let more light and noise in so that you can react to any threat that may occur. The only
problem is that in modern life, we sometimes stay in fight or flight for too long. There are consequences,
and many of them at that. Sensitivity to light and noise is just one of them.
So is there a fix? Yes there is. By using light dimmers or earplugs to cut out noise will help to a certain
extent. Red lens glasses will change the light wave from a short and intense blue light wave to a calm
and relaxed red light wave, thus calming down your light-receptor neurons. These strategies can help,
but they form only the beginning of a greater intervention required to restore health across your system.

The reason I mention the rest of your health
system is that an extended amount of time in fight
or flight mode, called Sympathetic Dominance,
will not only affect your eyes and ears. It winds
up several neurons in the brain and their run
			
on effects hit several systems in the body. For
example, extended fight or flight mode will affect
your digestive system as well. This brings me to 		
the second thing.
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Diet can affect your headaches. When you are running
from the lion or the bear, sitting down to eat dinner
isn’t important. Survival is. Hence the body suppresses
your digestive system.

Additionally, as soon as we feel stress of any sort (mental, emotional
or physical) our adrenal glands respond. When this is a short term
thing, the adrenal glands handle the situation quite fine. But as
stress becomes long term, they run out of puff and lose the ability to
mop up the inflammation in our body.
The dietary result can be a thing called Leaky Gut Syndrome.
It occurs when the gut lining becomes porous and permeable,
allowing food particles to slip into the bloodstream and be
interpreted as toxins. They can cause inflammatory markers to
spring up anywhere in the body. One possible result (of which there
are many) is headaches and a foggy-brain.
Finding out what you are reactive to and avoiding that food may
help you prevent getting headaches in the first place.
Do you get sinus headaches often? Have you stopped to consider
that something you are eating could be contributing to the problem?
If you can discover what that is and eliminate it from your diet, you
may find your headaches disappear.
Sinus headaches are only one way diet can affect headaches
though. Many patients have reported eating something they are
either allergic or intolerant to, only to suffer from instant, blinding
headaches. Diet in headache management is very important.

Did you know that when you stay in fight or flight
mode, your sympathetic nervous system stays
dominant. This means your parasympathetic nervous
system (that handles your rest, digest, repair and
reproduce functions) is suppressed. This is called
Sympathetic Dominance and its the reason many
people find themselves chasing so-called ‘random’
symptoms.
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Sympathetic Dominance, when your body stays in survival mode for too long, can have a
number of flow on effects, not the least of which is headaches. How does this work? One way is
high blood pressure. When you are in fight or flight mode, your body works hard to pump blood to

every organ and tissue in order to give you the circulation and energy you need to run from the threat. But when
you are not literally running from the threat, this can result in high blood pressure. If you put your hand on the
top of your head, this is a common location of a high blood pressure headache.
Alternatively, there is something I call the “Sympathetic Dominance” headache. It is located at the base of the
neck and radiates over the top of the head towards the forehead. It usually occurs in the afternoon or early
evening (as postural muscles fatigue) and is relieved by lying down. If you suffer from this type of headache,
which is possibly closely related to the tension headache, it is a sure sign that you are wound-up neurologically
and could be in a state of Sympathetic Dominance. If this is you, then you may be suffering from other so-called
“random” symptoms that are actually very much linked to the part of your brain that responds under pressure.
These include:
>

Tightness in the neck area and shoulders that feel like concrete

>

Tight calf muscles, buttocks or Achilles tendons

>

Feelings of being wound up or wired

>

Difficulty relaxing or calming down

>

Feeling cold even when you shouldn’t

>

Cravings for sugar or salt

>

High blood pressure

>

Increased blood clotting factors (including increased risk of Deep Vein Thrombosis and stroke)

>

Digestive issues including bowel issues (bloating, constipation or diarrhoea)

>

Food sensitivities or allergies

>

Difficulty losing weight

>

Tiredness and low energy

>

Adrenal exhaustion or fatigue

>

Light sleep with vivid dreams

>

Hormonal issues, including issues with your

		

menstrual cycle (if female) or low testosterone

		(if male)
>

Polycystic Ovarian Syndrome or Uterine Fibroids

>

Gallbladder disease or thyroid imbalances

>

Hair loss

>

Water retention

>

Feelings of depression or anxiety

From the digestive system, to the reproductive system, to the adrenal system and all
the hormones that stem from there, Sympathetic Dominance can cause a domino
effect through-out the body. Headaches are just one by-product.
If you read that list, then your body is trying to tell you something. After decades
in practice, and advanced training in functional neurology, I’ve seen incredible
improvements in patients who learned to use some simple tools: tools that put them
back in control of their health.
I never get sick of hearing the stories of people who have been able to get their lives
back, once plagued by headaches, migraines, foggy brain, upset stomachs, and many
more symptoms, now living life to the full.
Best of all, headaches might not be the only improvement you see!

Yours for better health
Dr. Wayne Todd

Get your copy of SD Protocol and learn the simple
tools that can put you back in control of your
headaches and your health.
		

www.sdprotocol.com.au

“I feel better at 50 than I did at 30! The world isn’t closing in on me anymore.
The world is at my feet again.”
Catherine, SD Protocol Success Story
“I’m so so grateful that we could join all the dots and make the changes. I feel so good
now and I know that it will make a huge difference to my health in the future.”
Samantha, SD Protocol Success Story

